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Abstract

 

End-users, whether at home, within an enterprise, or mobile, require managed Internet
services, specially in a model, where Internet Service Providers (ISP) are characterized
as service sellers and end-users as service buyers. Today, ISPs acting in similar roles
(seller/buyer) establish peering agreements between them to manage services. Can these
schemes developed for managing inter-ISP services be extended to managing Internet
services to large numbers of end-users?

Today, Internet service provisioning determines a market, where legal contracts between
users and providers are essential. Effective and efficient combinations of fine-grained
monitoring and charging functions are a key to successful service provisioning for end-
users. However, it is not clear how these functions will be provided in technical and eco-
nomical terms.

The panel will discuss a number of open issues:

 

•

 

Do we need managed services for end-users, especially including charged services?

 

•

 

Is there a need to charge differently for different services?

 

•

 

How fine-grained can efficient monitoring be?

 

•

 

What are the types of technical parameters, such as bandwidth, error rates, and delay,
which can be used for pricing services?

 

•

 

How can service level agreements be specified within a contract so that they can be
monitored and enforced by both the seller and the buyer?

The goal of this panel will be to develop an understanding of issues and approaches for
the support of Internet services from the perspective of a large set of end-users. 
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The task of network management is becoming iiicreasingly complex due to the 
increasing mmber of networked computers running different operating systems 
and speaking various network protocols. Most of network monitoring and diag- 
nostic tools such as ping and traceroute are suitable just for tackling simple con- 
nectivity problems. Complex network problems often need to be addressed using 
rather expensive management tools or probes affordable only by mid-large com- 
panies. 
This paper covers the design and the implementation of ntop, an open-source 
web-based network usage monitor that enables users to track relevant network ac- 
tivities including network utilisation, established connections, network protocol 
usage and traffic classification. ntop’s portability across various platforms, its 
support of many network media, ease of use and lightweight CPU utilisation 
makes it suitable for people who want to monitor their network without having to 
adopt a sophisticated yet expensive management platform. 

1 Background and Motivation 
Popular tools such as ping and traceroute [ 161 have been used for years now for 
monitoring and debugging simple network connectivity issues. Although these 
tools are often sufficient for tackling simple problems, they have been created 
for monitoring network activities between two hosts. In cases where the net- 
work problem to address is due to the interaction of traffic originated by multi- 
ple hosts, these tools show their limits. Network sniffers such as tcpdump [9] or 
snoop.are quite useful for analysing network traffic but off-line applications are 
often necessary for correlating captured data and identifying the network flows. 
Many commercial network sniffers are usually able to analyse data while cap- 
turing traffic but still these tools are quite primitive because they focus mainly 
on the packet and not on global network activities. In other words, operators are 
able to virtually know everything about the content of a single network packet 
whereas it is very difficult to extract information concerning the whole network 
status when a network problem appears. 
Similarly, network probes such as RMON agents [17] are quite powerful but 
unfortunately need sophisticated SNMP managers that are able to configure 
them properly, and analyse collected network statistics. Due to this complexity 
and also the cost of such probes, RMON agents are basically used uniquely by 
advanced network managers in large institutions. 
Other tools for network monitoring such as NeTraMet [4] and NFR [ 141 offer 
advanced programming languages for analyzing network flows and building 
statistical event records. Nevertheless those tools have been designed as instru- 
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